**Fiction**

**Midnight Riot**  
Ben Aaronovitch/ Mys Aaronov

**Persuasion**  
Jane Austen/ AF Austen

**The Mothers**  
Britt Bennett/ AF Bennett

**The Good Goodbye**  
Karla Buckley/ AF Buckley

**Storm Front**  
Jim Butcher/ Fan Butcher

**Sorcerer to the Crown**  
Zen Cho/ Fan Cho

**Everyone Brave is Forgiven**  
Chris Cleave/ AF Cleave

**The Invisible Library**  
Genevieve Cogman/ AF Cogman

**The Wrong Side of Goodbye**  
Michael Connelly/ Mys Connelly

**The Boston Girl**  
Anita Diamant/ AF Diamant

**The Count of Monte Cristo**  
Alexandre Dumas/ AF Dumas

**The Brothers K**  
David James Duncan/ AF Dun

**Silence**  
Shusaku Endo/ AF Endo

**LaRose**  
Louise Erdrich/ AF Erdrich

**Middlesex**  
Jeffrey Eugenides/ AF Eugenides

**Mrs. Mike**  
Benedict Freedman/ AF Freed

**Good Omens: the nice and accurate prophesies of Agnes Nutter, witch**  
Neil Gaiman/ SF Gaiman

**Career of Evil**  
Robert Galbraith / Mys Galbrai

**Lord of the Flies**  
William Golding/ AF Golding

**Homegoing**  
Yaa Gyasi/ AF Gyasi

**Our Souls at Night**  
Kent Haruf/ AF Haruf

**Hounded**  
Kevin Hearne/ AF Hearne

**Ghostman**  
Roger Hobbs/ AF Hobbs

**The Ballroom**  
Anna Hope/ AF Hope

**The Orphan Master’s Son**  
Adam Johnson/ AF Johnson

**Something New: tales from a makeshift bride**  
Lucy Knisley/ Graphic Knisley

**Such a Pretty Face**  
Kathy Lamb/ AF Lamb

**Twisted Sisters**  
Jen Lancaster/ AF Lancaster

**Station Eleven**  
Emily St. John Mandel/ AF Man

**The Book of Harlan**  
Bernice McFadden/ AF McFadd

**The Sculptor**  
Scott McCloud/Graphic McClou

**Uprooted**  
Naomi Novik/ Fan Novik

**Book of Phoenix**  
Nnedi Okorafor/ Fan Okorafor

**The Children’s Crusade**  
Ann Packer/ AF Packer

**This Present Darkness**  
Frank Peretti/ AF Peretti

**The Gift of Asher Lev**  
Chaim Potok/ AF Potok

**My Name is Asher Lev**  
Chaim Potok/ AF Potok

**Dark Witch**  
Shadow Spell

**Blood Magick**  
Nora Roberts/ AF Roberts  
*(Cousins O’Dwyer Trilogy)*

**Swing Time**  
Zadie Smith/ AF Smith

**Wizard of the Crow**  
Ngugi wa Thiong’o/ AF Thion

**A Study in Scarlet Women**  
Sherry Thomas/ Mys Thomas

**The Woman in Cabin 10**  
Ruth Ware/ Mys Ware

**The Golem and the Jinni**  
Helene Wecker/ AF Wecker

**The Martian**  
Andy Wier/ SF Wier

**Another Brooklyn**  
Jacqueline Woodson/ AF Wood
Nonfiction
The Untethered Soul: the journey beyond yourself
  Michael A. Singer/ 153.2 Sin

The Four Doors
  Richard Paul Evans/ 158.1 Eva

The Bible
  220 Bible

My Utmost for His Highest
  Oswald Chambers/ 242.2 Cha

The Search for Significance
  Robert S. McGee/ 248.4 McG

Waiting: finding hope when God seems silent
  Ben Patterson/ 248.4 Pat

Bad Feminist: essays
  Roxane Gay/ 305.42 Gay

Between the World and Me
  Ta-Nehisi Coates/ 305.800973 Coa

How Does It Feel to Be a Problem? Being young and Arab in America
  Moustafa Bayoumi/ 305.8927 Bay

Nobody: casualties of America’s war on the vulnerable, from Ferguson to Flint and beyond
  Marc Lamont Hill/ 306.0973 Hill

How We Live Now: redefining home and family in the 21st century
  Bella DePaulo/ 306.85 Dep

Raising Human Beings: creating a collaborative partnership with your child
  Ross Greene/ 306.874 Gre

Good and Cheap: eat well on $4/Day
  Leanne Brown/ 641.552 Bro

The Oh She Glows Cookbook: over 100 vegan recipes to glow from the inside out
  Angela Liddon/ 641.5636 Lid

Peaceful Parent, Happy Kids: how to stop yelling and start connecting
  Dr. Laura Markham/ 649.1 Mark

Hit Lit: cracking the code of the twentieth century’s biggest bestsellers
  James W. Hall/ 808.3 Hall

Ink Trails: Michigan’s famous and forgotten authors
  Dave Dempsey/ 810.932774 Dem

Collected Poems
  Jane Kenyon/ 811.54 Ken

Milk and Honey
  Rupi Kaur/ 811.6 Kaur

Verily a New Hope
  The Empire Striketh Back
  The Jedi Doth Return
  Ian Doescher/ 818.6 Doe
  (William Shakespeare’s Star Wars)

Not Just Jane: rediscovering seven amazing women writers who transformed British literature
  Shelley DeWees/ 820.99287 Dew

Charlotte Bronte: a fiery heart
  Claire Harman/ 920 Bro

The Black Count: glory, revolution, betrayal, and the real Count of Monte Cristo
  Tom Reiss/ 920 Dum

Bossypants
  Tina Fey/ 920 Fey

When Breath Becomes Air
  Paul Kalanithi/ 920 Kalinithi

Settle for More
  Megyn Kelly/ 920 Kel

Let’s Pretend This Never Happened: (a mostly true memoir)
  Jenny Lawson/ 920 Law

Hillbilly Elegy: a memoir of a family and culture in crisis
  J. D. Vance/ 920 Van

The Sound of Gravel
  Ruth Wariner/ 920 War

With the Old Breed at Peleliu and Okinawa
  Eugene Sledge/ 940.5426 Sle

Humans of New York
  Brandon Stanton/ 974.71 Sta

Teardown: memoir of a vanishing city
  Gordon Young/ 977.437 You

The Lost City of Z: a tale of deadly obsession in the Amazon
  David Grann/ 981.1 Gra

Teen Fiction
Feed
  M. T. Anderson/ Teen Anderson

Diviners
  Libba Bray/ Teen Bray

The Passion of Dolssa
  Julie Berry/ Teen Berry

Graceling
  Kristin Cashore/ Teen Cashore

Rebel of the Sands
  Alywn Hamilton/ Teen Ham

My Lady Jane
  Cynthia Hand/ Teen Hand
The Girl from Everywhere
Heidi Heilig/ Ten Heilig

We Were Liars
E. Lockhart/ Teen Lockhart

The Knife of Never Letting Go
The Ask and the Answer
Monsters of Men
Patrick Ness/ Teen Ness
(Chaos Walking Trilogy)

Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe
Benjamin Saenz/ Teen Saenz

A Tree Grows in Brooklyn
Betty Smith/ Teen Smith

A Torch Against the Night
Sabaa Tahir/ Teen Tahir

Thief
Megan Whalen Turner/ Teen Tur

Yo Miss: a graphic look at high school
Lisa Wilde/ Teen Comic Wilde

The Serpent King
Jeff Zentner/ Teen Zentner

Junior Fiction
Crenshaw
Katherine Applegate/ JF Apple

Zombie Baseball Beatdown
Paolo Bacigalupi/ JF Bacigalupi

Hold Fast
Blue Balliett/ JF Balliett

Gertie’s Leap to Greatness
Kate Beasley/ JF Beasley

Raymie Nightingale
Kate DiCamillo/ JF DiCamillo

Anne of Green Gables
L.M. Montgomery/ JF Mont

The Courage of Sarah Noble
Alice Dalgliesh/ JF Dalgliesh

The Whipping Boy
Sid Fleishman/ JF Fleishman

My Side of the Mountain
Jean Craighead George/ JF Geo

A Wrinkle in Time
Madeleine L’Engle/ JF L’Engle

The Chronicles of Narnia Series
C.S. Lewis/ JF Lewis

Where the Mountain Meets the Moon
Grace Lin/ JF Lin

A Handful of Stars
Cynthia Lord/ JF Lord

Number the Stars
Lois Lowry/ JF Lowry

The Littles
John Peterson/ JF Peterson

Where the Red Fern Grows
Wilson Rawls/ JF Rawls

Ghost
Jason Reynolds/ JF Reynolds

The Sword of Summer
Rick Riordan/ JF Riordan

The Edge Chronicles
Paul Stewart/ Teen Stewart

Gone Crazy in Alabama
Rita Williams-Garcia/ JF Will

Picture Books
Five Minutes’ Peace
Jill Murphy/ jPic Murphy

Dragons Love Tacos
Adam Rubin/ Pic Rubin